
Sustainable Innovation, Outstanding Versatility

Permeable Paving Solutions



A Green Solution

Lock into Strength

Leading-Edge DesignA Natural Fit

The porous GridX web structure supports Low Impact 
Development by allowing rain and stormwater to 
saturate the ground evenly, improving earth retention, 
slope protection and groundwater recharge.   

The strong interlocking grid can be filled with soil, gravel, grass, or 
paving stones to improve grid strength and withstand heavy traffic, 
including construction equipment, snowplows, lawnmowers, trucks 
and other utility vehicles.

GridX’s matrix design combines
rigid squares for maximum 
load-bearing durability with 
curved, torsional flex fins to
handle thermal expansion
and contraction as well as
weight fluctuations. 

Manufactured from 100% post-consumer recycled 
(PCR) plastic, GridX is an environmentally-friendly 
resin product that leaves behind a significantly smaller 
ecological footprint than other paving methods.

Stay grounded with GridX – the eco-friendly system of 
permeable paving grids made from 100% post-consumer 
recycled plastic.

As a natural alternative to asphalt or concrete, GridX is 
perfect for parking lots, driveways and animal paddocks.  
The porous grids stabilize the soil – eliminating potholes, 
ruts and mud – and allow water to permeate the ground, 
creating a flexible and durable surface for vehicles and 
pedestrians.  



COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIALRESIDENTIAL AGRICULTURAL EQUESTRIAN

Roads and Driveways

Parking Lots

Animal Paddocks

GridX offers exceptional versatility for a wide range of environmentally-friendly paving applications.

GridX is ideal for cost-effective and fast construction of 
access routes for industrial and commercial buildings, fire 

lanes, emergency routes and remote areas. 

Break new ground with a permeable parking lot that is easy 
to install and maintain.  Optional 12” x 12“ porous paver 
stones can be set into the Double Stone Parking Grid for 8 
foot parking space line markers.

Solve the problem of messy farm yards, paddocks and 
equestrian arenas with a reliable, well-drained surface.  

GridX panels drain evenly and hold soil in place, creating 
a safe and clean environment for you and your animals – 
without the worry of falls from muddy, slippery surfaces. 



Easy Installation

Cost-Effective Alternative

GridX is quick to install and easy to maintain.
With the site prepared as per engineer’s guidelines, 
the 1’ x 2’ grids simply lock into place.  Add gravel 
to the interlocking panels for an even stronger
grid platform or plant grass for a natural look.

GridX solves the challenges of asphalt and concrete roadways:  
poor drainage, ongoing maintenance, potholes, and cracks.
With less equipment required for installation and drainage,
GridX offers an excellent alternative to traditional paving
methods, with low to zero maintenance.

             

                GRIDX Permeable Paving Solutions 
805930 Oxford Road 29, Innerkip, ON, Canada N0J1M0

www.gridx.ca  sales@gridx.ca  519.473-7338  1-877-443-2413
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